
RIVERS EDGE COMMUNITY CHURCH 
Connect Groups 
 
Date: Sunday, January 16, 2022 
Series: “Simply Follow – Week 2” 
 
 
GUIDELINES: 
We want this to be a place where everyone feels comfortable sharing their thoughts and questions. For some 
people, it is easy to speak up. For others, it can be intimidating. Wherever you fall on that spectrum, try to be 
intentional about giving other people room to share and/or opening up to the other people in the group. The 
more we are able to listen to AND share with one another, the better off we will all be, and the more we will 
reflect the kind of community Jesus calls us to! 
 
 
GETTING TO KNOW YOU 

1) Do you prefer to work as part of a team or on solo projects? What are the pros and cons to both? 
 
 
DIVING DEEPER 

2) What about this week’s (or the previous week’s) sermon struck you? 
Did it stir up any questions or thoughts that you want to talk more about? 

 
3) How would you describe your life’s PACE? Would you rather it be slower or quicker? 

What are the biggest factors impacting that pace? 
 

4) “Jesus never rushed.” 
Have you ever missed out on what is happening “now” because you were looking toward the future? 
How do you balance preparing and planning for the future with slowing down and being present in the 
moment “now”? 

 
5) “Jesus knew how to rest.” 

Pastor Chase said, “Regular rest shows that we trust God to help us accomplish more with less time 
than we can accomplish on our own with more time?” 
What do your habits of rest reveal about your trust in God? 
How do your priorities have to shift to elevate the practice of rest in your life? 
 

6) “Jesus needed retreat.” 
Jesus made a habit of getting away and spending time with the Father. 
What kind of energy and intentionality do you put toward spending solitary time with God? 
 
 

APPLICATION – NOW WHAT? 
7) Slow Down. Rest. Learn to Retreat. 

Following Jesus is found in the simple, small steps we can take each day to be more like him. 
What are some practical, small steps you can take starting this week to make slowing down, resting 
and retreating priorities in your life? 

 
Next Meeting: ______________________________ 


